We present a computer simulation study of the phase behaviour of colloidal hard cubic frames, i.e. particles with non-convex cubic wireframe geometry interacting purely by excluded volume. Despite the propensity of cubic wireframe particles to form cubic phases akin to their convex counterparts, these particles exhibit unusual plastic fluctuations in which a random and dynamic fraction of particles rotate around their lattice positions in the crystal lattice while the reminder of the particles remains fully ordered. We argue that this unexpected effect stems from the non-convex geometry of the particles in which the faces of a particle can be penetrated by the vertices of the nearest neighbours even at high number densities.
perimental and simulation studies of branched particles 48 reveal that interlocking effects can promote the formation 49 of ordered superlattices [26] .
50
The aim of this study is to understand the effect of in-51 terpenetration in three-dimensional wireframe particles.
52
In particular, we study the phase behaviour of a particle 
where ν il is the position of vertex l of particle i, andê ik 118 is one of the three orthonormal vectors describing the 119 orientation of particle i in the k-direction. Vertex l of 120 particle i is found to be penetrating a particle j if
for each k = [1, 2, 3] . Using these tests, we automatically 122 reject any MC move than leads to two or more facets of a 123 particle i being intersected by edges of a second particle 124 j.
125
Using MC simulations in the isothermal-isobaric N P T been calculated using Monte Carlo sampling.
140
The orientational order of the system is analysed using 141 the cubatic order parameter, S 4 . For this calculation, we 142 determine the parameter S 4,1 given by 6 is the maximum number of interpenetrations for a sin- 
RESULTS

221
We first examine the phase behaviour of HCFs in the which the cubic lattice is deformed into a rhombic lattice.
238
The rhombic lattice of this ShSC phase is a consequence The system of HCFs of L * = 100 also form a similar 
288
We explore now the structural properties of thin frames In conclusion, we have studied the phase behaviour 444 of particles with cubic wireframe geometry using Monte
445
Carlo simulations and a customised overlap algorithm.
446
We found that as these particles become thinner they 
